
L ast year, Pruetz won summary 
judgments for client Vizio Inc. 
against patent infringement 

claims by two high technology 
companies.

She serves as lead counsel for Vizio in 
a claim brought by Lochner Technologies 
involving a patent dealing with the 
portability of computer components. 
Lochner Technologies v. Apple Inc. et 
al., 12-01659 (C.D. Cal., filed Oct. 1, 
2012).

In June 2013, Pruetz won summary 
judgment for her client, invalidating the 
Lochner patent for failure to adequately 
describe what the inventors claimed.

“One of the challenges in the Lochner 
case was that the invention was very 
narrow, but the patent claims very 
broad,” she said. “For these types of 
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cases, you really have to look at the 
patent itself and what the specification 
says, and what the applicants argue to 
the patent office to get the patent.”

She added, “Lochner has an old 
patent and was attempting to cover 
devices like laptops that are modern, 
not what was invented.”

The case is on appeal to the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.

Pruetz also serves as lead counsel for 
Vizio in defense of a patent infringement 
claim brought by Oplus Technologies 
on two patents related to video signal 
processing. Oplus Technologies v. Sears 
Holding Corp. et al., 12-05707 (C.D. 
Cal., filed July 2, 2012).

In October, Pruetz won summary 
judgment of noninfringement on both 
patents and invalidated one of them.
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FIRM:  CITY SPECIALTY
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The most fascinating, and challenging, aspect of naming the intellectual property attorneys in California is the extraordinary variety of their achievements. 
While they share the same practice area, the lawyers — chosen from hundreds of nominations, along with a few staff selections — range from patent 
specialists who try cases before the U.S. International Trade Commission to Internet experts who fight the creators of malicious software “botnets.”

To qualify for the list, an attorney must be based in California even if much of his or her work is done elsewhere, whether it’s the ITC in Washington 
D.C., the patent office in Virginia, or district courts in Delaware, Texas and other states. Their focus must be intellectual property, as opposed to general 
litigators who often handle such work.

The attorneys chosen for the list have helped to advance technological innovation and change the law during the past year, handling work critical to the 
future of the entertainment, medical and technology industries. 

It’s an increasingly difficult group to choose, but the impressive and diverse array of talent from across California is testimony to the state’s leadership 
in intellectual property law.

—The Editors
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Oplus has appealed its case to the 
Federal Circuit, and Pruetz has cross-
appealed for invalidity on the second 
patent.

— Pat Broderick


